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ABSTRACT

Fluent Dutch Text-To-Speech is a new, high-quality TTS
system for Dutch, built on top of the MBROLA diphone
synthesizer (Dutoit 1997), and commercially available for
Windows 95/NT. This paper discusses two applications which
use the TTS system: a talking dictionary, and a
communication aid for the vocally handicapped. In the talking
dictionary application, parameterized prosody rules enable the
generation of various pronunciations of a word, from formal to
informal. For the vocally handicapped, prosody controls are
used to create different voices and moods.

1.  TALKING DICTIONARIES

In collaboration with Van Dale Lexicografie bv, a Dutch
dictionary publisher, we created a version of our system for
use in cdrom-based dictionaries. In this application, isolated
words are synthesized from phonemic transcriptions which are
part of the dictionary. In contrast with full text-to-speech
conversion, as the pronunciation of a word is already known,
the text analysis front end of the TTS system is not used.

The transcription system developed by Van Dale encodes
phonemic information, as well as syllabification and stress. In
addition, information is included about:

• optional sounds, deletions and insertions

• vowel reduction

• assimilated sounds

The presence of this extra information is important in that it
allows a more subtle account of phonological processes.

For example, in a compound such as nachttrein ‘night train’
the /t-t/ cluster is degeminated. A straightforward phonemic
transcription would indicate a single /t/, and if such a
transcription is input to the TTS system, a single /t/ is
synthesized, just as in the compound dagtrein ‘day train’. In
fact, the two words would only differ in their initial
consonants. In itself, there is nothing wrong with this, as in
casual speech such full degemination is rather common.
However, in more careful speech, especially in citation form,
full degemination sounds rather sloppy. Instead, it is more
natural to indicate a geminate /t/ by lengthening the duration
of the /t/ to almost twice the length of a single /t/. This is
possible if the TTS system is given an indication of the
(underlying) presence of a geminate. In the Van Dale
transcription system, the first /t/ is indicated as optional.
Depending on a global parameter in the TTS system (which
may be changed at run-time), this /t/ is either included or
ignored. If it is included, a more general (de)gemination rule
deletes the first /t/, and multiplies the duration of the second

/t/ by a factor 1.8. This rule is necessary anyway, as geminates
also occur across word boundaries. Moreover, the diphone
database that is used does not include a diphone for /t-t/, so
something needs to be done.

As a result, the TTS system can synthesize both formal and
informal pronunciations of the word nachttrein. [SOUND
R60_01.WAV]

Many optional sounds are indicated as such in the
transcriptions, which enables the TTS system to include them
or not depending on global parameter settings. Often, there is
also an intermediate possibility. For example, /n/ in the suffix
-en in words such as proberen ‘try’ is often deleted, especially
in casual speech, but fully realized only in rather careful
speech. More likely, it leaves a trace in the form of a nasalized
schwa. The latter option is approximated in the TTS system by
assigning a rather short duration to this /n/, so it merely colors
the preceding schwa. This way, we have a three-way switch
for suffix-n, allowing no, partial and full realization. [SOUND
R60_02.WAV] A similar approach was taken with regard to
inserted schwa in words such as kerk ‘church’, melk ‘milk’,
arm ‘poor’, where there is the intermediate option of a very
short schwa. [SOUND R60_03.WAV]

Optional vowel reductions are indicated in the transcriptions
with special codes. In words such as salaris ‘salary’, virus
‘virus’ the short vowels in the final syllables reduce to schwa
in casual speech. A special case is unstressed /a/ in words such
as banaan ‘banana’, salaris ‘salary’, which may reduce to a
lax vowel, or retain its tense quality and reduce in duration
only. [SOUND R60_04.WAV]

With respect to assimilated sounds, assimilations are
implicitly present in diphones, and such implicit assimilation
is often preferable to full assimilation encoded explicitly in a
phonemic transcription (Jongenburger and Van Heuven 1993).
We found that, indeed, homorganic nasal assimilation in
inpakken ‘pack’, invoeren ‘import’, inkopen ‘buy’, inmaken
‘preserve’ is handled rather well by the diphones. In fact the
difference with explicit assimilation is too subtle for most
listeners. Also, regressive voice assimilation in opbellen ‘call
up’, opdragen ‘instruct’, uitbreiden ‘extend’, uitdoen ‘take
off’, afbeelden ‘portray’, afdoen ‘take off’ is sufficiently
accounted for in the diphones. Here, the difference with
explicit assimilation is quite noticeable, with the latter
sounding more casual.

Again, these assimilations are indicated in the transcriptions,
making it possible to provide a choice between implicit and
explicit assimilation. [SOUND R60_05.WAV]

Using a TTS system to synthesize pronunciations of words in
a dictionary has a number of advantages to the use of recorded
speech:
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• Alternative pronunciations are generated in a
systematic way.

• A formal relation is maintained between
transcriptions and their phonetic realization.

• The dictionary can easily be extended with new
words.

• Storage requirements are marginal.

Also, the transcription system developed by Van Dale has
formed the basis for the word list used in the text analysis
module of our TTS system. In this way, improving the talking
dictionary means improving the TTS system and vice versa.

2.  A VOICE FOR THE VOCALLY
HANDICAPPED

In collaboration with Kompagne bv, a developer of
communication aids for the handicapped, we have integrated
our TTS system with the Dutch version of ScripTalker,
software that enables handicapped users to quickly select
utterances that need to be spoken in a given situation from
graphically oriented scripts. [IMAGE R60_01.GIF]

In an application like this, the user should be able to select a
male or female synthetic voice roughly corresponding to
his/her age. At the moment, only one diphone database (male
voice, age 40) is available. However, with a little sleight of
hand we have been able to simulate other voices. To obtain
some of the characteristics of a shorter or longer vocal tract,
we change the audio playback rate, while compensating for
changes in pitch and tempo. In addition, we change reference
pitch as well as certain other properties (discussed below) to
obtain a range of voices, some of which are fairly natural,
while others are more cartoon-like. If we lower the playback
rate, we get a rather “deep” male voice. At higher rates we
obtain first a voice which is ambiguous between a woman and
a teenage boy, next a young girl, finally infants and strange
animals. We found that a female voice may be approximated
by selecting a playback rate of 1.25 and a rather low reference
pitch of 115 Hz. [SOUND R60_6.WAV]

We also varied the consonant-vowel ratio (relative durations
of consonants and vowels), steepness of baseline declination,
pitch excursion size, and amount of final lowering to obtain
slightly different speaking styles. This way we created five
voices: old man, man, woman, boy, girl.

Another requirement is that the TTS system allows the user to
select a speaking style that reflects his mood. Henton (1996)
describes how a large range of vocal emotions can be
generated by modifying just four parameters: reference pitch,
pitch range, volume and speaking rate. In our experience, it is
not necessary to make very fine-grained distinctions. For most
purposes, a three-way distinction between neutral, lively
(excited, happy, angry) and flat (depressed, bored, sad, tired)
is sufficient.

A “lively” speaking style is obtained by the following
prosodic modifications:

• increase in speech rate as well as consonant-
vowel ratio: vowels are shortened more than
consonants.

• increase in pitch excursion size as well as
steepness of baseline declination.

• less final lengthening.

• more rhythmicality: accented syllables are
lengthened more; unstressed syllables are
shortened more.

This approximates a speaker in a high emotional state.
Whether the emotion is positive or negative is in large part
determined by the words which are spoken, although an
increase in volume supports the expression of  anger.
[SOUND R60_07.WAV]

A “flat” speaking style is obtained by: decrease in pitch
excursion size and steepness of baseline declination; more
final lengthening; less rhythmicality; less final lowering. This
approximates a speaker in a depressed emotional state.
[SOUND R60_08.WAV]

True friendliness is notoriously difficult to simulate by rule.
This is especially obvious in single word utterances such as
Hallo! ‘Hello!’, Goedemorgen! ‘Good morning!’, Jawel!
‘Indeed!’. However, this is not a limitation of diphone
synthesis as such.  For such short utterances, we use our
Speech Editor to hand-craft the prosody (matching durations
and pitch to natural speech, if necessary), which is then stored
in a special “phrases” lexicon used by the TTS system.
[IMAGE R60_02.GIF] [SOUND R60_09.WAV]

ScripTalker comes with a large number of  utterances,
templates for utterances and short texts, which can be
customized by the user or his therapist. If necessary, tags are
used to improve sentence prosody, so that the desired meaning
comes across. In the following example,  the word zeggen
‘say’ is emphasized by default. The desired meaning (the
speaker wishes to cut in on a conversation) is expressed by de-
emphasizing this word while emphasizing ik ‘I’, as indicated
in (b). [SOUND R60_10.WAV]

Sorry, maar ik wou even wat zeggen. (a)

Sorry, maar \+ik  wou even wat \–zeggen. (b)

‘Excuse me, but I would like to say something.’

The most obvious advantage of using a TTS system in a
communication aid (as opposed to using recorded speech) is
the ease with which the application can be adapted to a new
user, and the freedom the user has to add his own utterances.
A disadvantage might seem the slightly “mechanical” quality
of a synthetic voice. However, as we have shown, this can be
overcome by providing a choice of voices and moods, natural
prosody for short utterances, and tags to encode aspects of
sentence prosody which cannot be handled automatically.



3.  CONCLUSION

Fluent Dutch Text-To-Speech is part of a new generation of
text-to-speech synthesizers. The quality of the diphone speech
is such that the system can be used in a variety of applications.
In some applications (email and news readers, for example),
the input text is not known in advance. Here, the quality of the
speech depends in part on linguistic preprocessing, and errors
cannot always be avoided. In many applications, however,
some or all of the input text is under control by the developer
or the user. Here, there are a number of ways to optimize the
performance of the TTS system. In this paper we have
discussed two such applications.

In a talking dictionary, no linguistic preprocessing is needed,
and, at least in principle, such an application is free of errors.
We have demonstrated the use of a single, parameterized rule
set to systematically derive a variety of acceptable
pronunciations of words, appropriate to formal or less formal
speech.

In an application such as ScripTalker, prosody controls are
used to create voices and moods from which a vocally
handicapped user may select a suitable one. Also, the prosody
of utterances is hand-optimized where necessary, while
retaining the power and flexibility of fully automatic text-to-
speech conversion for new utterances.
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